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Abstract
This paper presents a detailed model of a DC train to be applied to an unified AC/DC power flow analysis. The model will consider
the regenerative braking of the train and the squeezing control that derives part or all regenerated power to the rheostatic braking
system depending on the catenary voltage. The model also considers an on board accumulator (ACR) that can be charged with the
regenerated power, depending on the network and train parameters. When the train is in traction mode, both the network and the
ACR can contribute in feeding the train traction system.
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1. Introduction
There exist many works modeling DC traction systems and the AC systems that feed the traction one [1]. Some
approaches use the sequential method applying an iterative procedure between the AC system and the DC system. In
such cases an initial voltage profile in the DC system is assumed, then the DC power flow is solved calculating the
power extracted from the AC system and finally, the AC power flow is used to correct the initial DC voltage profile
[2–4]. Other authors prefer the use of unified methods also called extended variable methods, that solve the whole
equations system [5, 6]. In [7], a deep study of these methods is presented and a new implementation for solving
the AC/DC power flow, by using the unified method approach is done. This method uses a matrix formulation that
facilitates the way in which the problem is set out. This work is focused on the networkmodeling, and evenwhen some
components such as converters, diﬀerent type of buses and trains are modeled, the models used are quite simplistic.
For instance, the trains are considered as fixed active power loads. At each instant the power value is provided by
another complex software package developed by a train manufacturer that gives us the required mechanical power
when the train is in traction mode or the available power when the train is in regenerative braking mode. This model
is good enough to test the reliability and the accuracy of the power flow method, but more complex train models may
be developed.
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In the present work, the authors develop a train model to be combined with the previous mentioned power flow
approach. The proposed model combines the regenerative braking with an on-board accumulator, the so-called (ACR)
developed by CAF Company. ACR is a Spanish acronym that stands for to Acumulador de Carga Rapida (Fast Charge
Acummulator). The train can work under two diﬀerent modes. The first one is the traction mode. In this mode, the
required power can be provided by the catenary or the ACR depending on the ACR charge level, the amount of
power demanded by the train and the catenary voltage. The second one is the braking mode, in which the power
can be injected in the catenary, used to charge the ACR or burned in the rheostatic braking system depending on the
operating variables. The squeezing control is also simulated when the catenary voltage exceeds a given value. Thus,
part of the power is derived to the rheostatic system, and over a given catenary voltage value, no power can be injected
in the catenary and all regenerated power must be burned. the developed model is a general parametric model that
could be used with most of the accumulation technologies.
The authors must remark that this model was developed for power flow purposes, that is why the model do not
include any derivative term considering the train dynamics or the electrical network dynamics. A more accurate
formulation considering such dynamic behaviour will make the formulation much more diﬃcult and it wont add more
information or accuracy when calculating the power flow solution. The authors run a steady state simulations at
each simulation instant neglecting the transients between successive instants as it was proposed in [8]. This approach,
known as stationary equivalentmethod for moving loads, is widely accepted among the authors, not only for modelling
DC traction networks, but also for modelling AC traction networks for high speed trains [2–5, 9–14]. This method
assumes that the speed of the trains is not very high to induce pronounced electrical transients and the dc traction
network slowly moves from one state to another as the locations and the input power of the trains vary. For this
reason, steady state problems are solved at each instant, neglecting the electrical transients and the dynamic of the
components. It is true that this is a simplification of the reality, and a diﬀerential model solved for transient purposes
would be more accurate. However, it must be taken into account that these kind of software packages are designed for
running during long time intervals in networks containing large number of trains, so very simple models solved with
computationally eﬃcient algorithms are required.
In the Section 2, the power flow equations are summarized and in Section 3 the train model is presented. Section
4 describes the solving procedure and in Section 5 the test results are presented.
2. Power Flow Equations
All linear equations are stated in a compact matrix form based in graph theory. The proposed method uses the
node incidence matrix Γ to obtain such equations, simplifying the implementation procedure when compared with the
traditional one [1–6]. A detailed description of this method can be found in [7]. The use of Γ for summarising the
network topology is well known in graph theory [15]. The Γ rows and columns respectively represent the graph edges
(lines or branches in the present case) and nodes (substations). The Γi j elements are defined as follows; (Γi j = 1)
when positive current in branch i, leaves node j, (Γi j = −1) when positive current in branch i, flows towards node j
and (Γi j = 0) when no connection exists.
Using the Γ matrix, all equations representing Kirchhoﬀ’s Voltage and Current Laws, can be expressed in a
compact form as follows:
MzT = 0 (1)
where z is the vector representing voltages and currents in all network nodes and branches respectively and is con-
structed in the following form:
z = [ iDCB i
AC
Bd i
AC
Bq i
DC
t i
L
B i
L
Bd . . .
. . . iACNd i
L
Bq i
AC
Nq v
DC
N v
AC
Nd v
AC
Nq ] (2)
Where super-indices DC, AC and L represent magnitudes from the DC, AC and link subsystems respectively.
Being the link subsystem the one that connects the AC and the DC subsystems. The sub-indices B, t and N represent
branches, trains and nodes respectively. The variables of the AC subsystem are expressed in dq components (sub-
indices d and q represent direct and quadrature axis), and the variables of the DC subsystem are constant values. In
the links, the variables are expressed in both dq components and with a constant value.
The construction ofM is represented in expression (3), where:
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• ΓDC and ΓAC represent the DC and AC subsystems topology respectively, defining a constant index for each
line and each node. The AC topology will remain constant so ΓAC represents all real connections in the AC
subsystem. However, ΓDC represents all possible connections in the DC subsystem. For instance, a given train
will be connected to all trains and all substations in the ΓDC . Then, only the actual connections will be activated
for a given instant by means of RDCB .
• RDCB is the branch resistance matrix of the DC subsystem. It is a diagonal matrix and rii represents the resistance
of branch i. As it was mentioned, ΓDC generates a set of DC lines that are not active simultaneously at the same
simulation step. The use of this formulation permits the authors to assign an infinite value to those inactive lines
so they do not have any influence in the system. RDCB is the only matrix aﬀected by the train motion, and must
be updated when a train changes its location.
• RACB and XACB are the resistance and reactance matrices respectively, representing the impedance between AC
nodes. They are diagonal matrices, where rii and xii represent the resistance and reactance of branch i respec-
tively, or the short circuit resistance and reactance of the transformer placed in the branch, in case of the AC
branches that connect the AC and the DC system.
• I is the identity matrix.
• S is a block diagonal matrix. The first block is an identity matrix of dimensions (nt, nt) and the second block is
a diagonal matrix denoted as SL(ns ,ns). Element sii belonging to S
L is 1 if the DC substation i is connected to the
AC network, and 0 when the DC substation i is not connected to the AC grid.
M =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−RDCB ΓDC
−RACB XACB ΓAC
−XACB −RACB ΓAC
(ΓDC)T S
(ΓAC)T
−I
(ΓAC)T
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(3)
To complete the description of the system, the equations derived from the AC network, PQ and PV nodes, con-
verters and trains must be added. PQ nodes in the AC network contribute with the next expressions:
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
vACNdii
AC
Ndi + v
AC
Nqii
AC
Nqi − Pi = 0 (4)
vACNqii
AC
Ndi − vACNdiiACNqi − Qi = 0 (5)
The equations corresponding to PV nodes are:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
vACNdii
AC
Ndi + v
AC
Nqii
AC
Nqi − Pi = 0 (6)√
(vACNdi)
2 + (vACNqi)
2 − |vACNi | = 0 (7)
The following equations correspond to a simple model of an AC/DC 6 pulse diode converter:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vLNdii
L
Bdi + v
L
Nqii
L
Bqi − vLNiiLBi = 0 (8)
vLNqii
L
Bdi − vLNdiiLBqi = 0 (9)
vLNi − 1.35
√
(vLNdi)
2 + (vLNqi)
2 − ReqiiLBi = 0 (10)
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Where Reqi is the equivalent resistance of the conversion unit in the regular commutation range. Further details
can be obtained from [16, 17]. Using the same procedure, complex models of non-controlled or controlled converters
can be implemented.
As it was mentioned, when the construction of ΓDC and RDCB was explained, the change of the location is already
considered and can be set in a quite simple way using the procedure described in [7] without the need of changes in
the main topology of the system. Traditional methods state a new power flow problem for each instant considering
that the number of trains in the system and their relative position can vary [1–6]. Diﬀerent instants might create
diﬀerent system topologies with diﬀerent number of nodes and diﬀerent connection between them. Applying the
same enumeration criteria to two diﬀerent instants, the same element (train or branch) can be labeled with diﬀerent
indices. This makes the comparison between diﬀerent instants a very hard task. A tracking subroutine to search
for a specific variable in the solution vector to be compared to the same variable at a diﬀerent time instant must be
developed.
Using the graph theory and the Γ based formulation, the proposedmethod creates an invariant topology description
even when the trains change their location or came in or out of the stage. The method asumes that any train that is
present in the system during any instant of the simulation interval will be there for all instants, but it will be just
activated when needed. The second assumption of the method is that all connections between trains and between
trains and substations are considered. Regarding the connections between substations, only the real lines will be taken
into account. Under these assumptions a case of study with two substations (N3, N4) and two trains (N1, N2) is
represented in figure 1. In figure 1a), all possible connections between the trains are represented in dotted lines (for
this specific case of study only B1), then all possible connections between the two trains and the two substations
are represented in dashed lines (B2, B3, B4 and B5). Finally only the real connections between the two substations
(B6 and B7) are represented in solid lines. Figures 1b) and c) represent two diﬀerent scenarios with diﬀerent train
allocations. In the Scenario 1 (figure 1b)), the two trains are in line B7, the train 2 is near to the substation 3 and train
one near the substation 4. In this case the real line B7 is deactivated and replaced by the activation of branches B1, B3
and B4. There are no trains in line 6, so the real line 6 is active. Lines B2 and B5 representing the connection of train
1 with substation 3 and train 2 with substation 4 are deactivated too. In the scenario 2 depicted in the figure 1c) the
train 1 is placed in the line B6 and the train 2 in the line B7, so these lines are deactivated. The branches connecting
the train 1 with substations N3 and N4 (B2 and B3 respectively) are active as well as the branches connecting the
train 2 with substations N3 and N4 (B4 and B5 respectively). Obviously in this case the branch B1 representing the
connection between trains 1 and 2 is not activated.
No matter a branch is active or not, the matrix ΓDC is an invariant matrix. The activation or deactivation of the
branches is carried out through the update of RDCB at each instant. As it was mentioned earlier, this matrix is a diagonal
matrix where each element represents the branch resistance. Those branches that are not active are set to a very
high value of resistance. In this case, working in per unit system, the value assigned to the resistance of those non
active branches is 103p.u.. The resistance of the active branches changes as a function of the distance for the cases of
connections between trains or between trains and substations. This is the case of B1 to B5. The branches representing
the real connections (B6 and B7), have a fixed value if they are active. The procedure to deactivating a train is setting
to 103p.u. the resistance of all branches connected to that train. For instance, in case of train N1 is deactivated, these
branches would be B1, B2 and B3 (see figure 1a)).
With the described procedure the change in the train location is modelled by updating the diagonal matrix RDCB at
each instant, keeping constant the rest of the matrix M. This procedure makes really easy to update the train allocation
and the comparison between diﬀerent instants.
3. Train Model
The authors have used a complex software package developed by the train manufacturer CAF. This software
calculates, for a given train and route, the available or demanded mechanical power in the machine when the train
is in braking or traction mode depending on the rails and the train parameters. However, the train interactions with
the DC power system, the ACR behaviour and amount of power burned in the rheostatic braking module depend on
several factors such us the catenary voltage and ACR charge level. For this reason, to have a complete understanding
of how the train works, a power flow problem must be solved taking into consideration not only the train under study,
but also the traction network and other trains.
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Figure 1. DC subsystem representation. a) General case considering all possible connections and locations of the trains. b) Scenario 1, with both
trains located in line B7. Take notice that when at least one train is located in a real line (B7 in this case), the line is deactivated and substituted by
other connections (B4, B1 and B3 in this case). c) Scenario 2 with train 1 located in line B6 and train 2 located in the line B7. In this case line B6
is deactivated and substituted by B2 and B3, and line B7 is deactivated too and substituted by B4 and B5.
3.1. Traction mode
The aim of this method is basically to obtain two values, the current that the train injects or absorbs from the
catenary and the power injected to or absorbed from the ACR at each moment.
When the train is in traction mode, the maximum power that can be extracted from the ACR depends on its charge
level. Usually, when the accumulator is being discharged near the minimum energy point, the maximum discharge
power is reduced to extend the life of the system. A simple model could consider these functions as constant functions.
In fact, if the systems do not check the accumulator level of charge to determine the power that can be extracted from
it, this function would be a constant function.
PACRmax = fdischarge(E
ACR) (11)
The authors would like to remark that this function is a general function and its description will vary from one
manufacturer to another, in most of the cases is confidential. For the tests that explained in this paper the authors used
a non-confidential version where the PACRmax is calculated as follows:
PACRmax =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PACRrated E
ACR ≥ kE · Emax
kP · PACRmax EACR ≤ kE · Emax
(12)
Where kP and kE are numbers in the interval (0, 1). In the tests described in the paper (KE = 0.3) and (KP = 0.7).
However, even when the ACR charge level allows a given maximum power to be extracted from it PACRmax , this
quantity can be diminished for protection purposes if the catenary voltage is lower than a given value (vACRt ). In (13),
the available discharging power PACRAv is calculated as a function of the catenary voltage v
DC
Ni .
PACRAv =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax · v
DC
Ni
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ VACRt
PACRmax v
DC
Ni ≥ VACRt
(13)
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The traction system will need a given power at each instant Pre f , that is calculated with the external software.
Depending on whether this reference power is higher or not than the maximum power that can be extracted from the
ACR (PACRmax ), the next casuistry will be developed for calculating the absorbed power from the catenary and the ACR,
Pcat and PACR :
• When PACRmax ≥ Pre f :
Pcat =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Pre f − PACRmax · v
DC
Ni
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ V1
0 vDCNi ≥ V1
(14)
PACR =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax · v
DC
Ni
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ V1
Pre f vDCNi ≥ V1
(15)
• When PACRmax ≤ Pre f :
Pcat =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Pre f − PACRmax · v
DC
Ni
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ VACRt
Pre f − PACRmax vDCNi ≥ VACRt
(16)
PACR =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax · v
DC
Ni
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ VACRt
PACRmax v
DC
Ni ≥ VACRt
(17)
In figure 2 the above described model is represented. Where V1 is the voltage when PACRAv reaches Pre f .
Pmax
ACR
Pref
V1 Vt
ACR
P
vNi
DC
Pav
ACR
PACR
Pcat
Pmax
ACR
Pref
P
vNi
DC
PACR = Pav
ACR
Pcat
Vt
ACR
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 1 Zone 2
a) b)
Figure 2. a) Maximum power that ACR can develop is greater than the required electric traction power (PACRmax ≥ Pre f ). b) Maximum power that
ACR can develop is lower than the required electric traction power (PACRmax ≤ Pre f )
In the final model current-voltage curves are used instead of the power-voltage previous ones, these current-voltage
models are easily obtained considering that:
{
Pcat = vDCNi i
DC
ti (18)
PACR = vDCNi i
ACR
ti (19)
where iDCti and i
ACR
ti are the absorbed currents from the catenary and the from ACR respectively and v
DC
Ni is the
catenary voltage. From expressions (14)-(19) it can be stated:
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• When PACRmax ≥ Pre f :
iDCti =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Pre f
vDCNi
− PACRmaxVACRt v
DC
Ni ≤ V1
0 vDCNi ≥ V1
(20)
iACRti =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax
VtACR
vDCNi ≤ V1
Pre f
vDCNi
vDCNi ≥ V1
(21)
• When PACRmax ≤ Pre f :
iDCti =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pre f
vDCNi
− PACRmaxVACRt v
DC
Ni ≤ VACRt
Pre f −PACRmax
vDCNi
vDCNi ≥ VACRt
(22)
iACRti =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ VACRt
PACRmax
VDCNi
vDCNi ≥ VACRt
(23)
The piecewise defined functions have been implemented using the Fischer-Burmeister approach described in the
Appendix in order to avoid the use of (i f − them) implementation and increase the speed of the algorithm.
3.2. Braking mode
In this subsection, the authors will explain the interaction between the regenerative braking system, the rheostatic
braking system, the ACR system and the DC traction network. First, it is explained how to model the train when it
only has regenerative braking but no ACR system. Then the ACR model will be included. The same procedure could
be applied to other systems, see for instance [18–20].
The characteristic that describes the train behaviour when it is working on regenerative braking mode can be
observed in figure 3a and it is described in [21]. If the catenary voltage is lower than a given value V0, the maximum
injected current into the DC traction network is I0. Above this voltage the squeezing control will act reducing the
maximum value of the injected current. If the catenary voltage exceeds Vmax, then the squeezing control cuts oﬀ the
current injection in the catenary. When not all the regenerated power can be injected in the catenary, the surplus is
burned in the rheostatic braking system.
As it can be observed, there exist three zones defined by the following equations:
iDCti =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pre f
vDCNi
vDCNi ≤ Vc
m(vDCNi − Vmax) Vc ≤ vDCNi ≤ Vmax
0 vDCNi ≥ Vmax
(24)
Where m = I0/(Vmax − V0) and Pre f is the regenerated power. In Zone 1 (vDCNi ≤ Vc) all the regenerated power is
injected in the network; Vc is the cross point between Pre f and squeezing control characteristic. In zone 2 (Vc ≤ vDCNi ≤
Vmax) the squeezing control starts, and part of the regenerated power is derived to the rheostatic braking system. In
zone 3 all the regenerated power is burned in the rheostatic braking system. It should exist an extra zone where the
current is limited to I0 when the voltage is too low, for protection purposes. In this case, this zone has been avoided
because in the simulations, such low voltages were never obtained.
In order to include the ACR system, it has to be considered that the maximum ACR charge power PACRmax , depends
on its charge level. This value can be diminished when the device is being charged for protection purposes if the
catenary voltage is lower than a given value (vACRt ) or if for instance the charge level of the accumulator is reaching
its maximum. The aim of adding a complex function is to include in the model some protection systems for the
accumulator or some procedures that will extend its life.
PACRmax = fcharge(E
ACR) (25)
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Zones     1            2          3    4
Figure 3. a) Regenerative braking characterisit with no ACR system. b) Regenerative braking characterisit with ACR system.
If a simple system that does not check the level of charge of the accumulator or the catenary voltage is considered,
this function could be a constant function. The actual functions used by the manufacturer can not be revealed in this
paper, however, for the tests that are presented in the next sections the used function was the next:
PACRmax =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PACRrated E
ACR ≤ kE · Emax
kP · PACRmax EACR ≥ kE · Emax
(26)
Again kP and kE are parameters between zero and one and for this particular case (kE = 0.8) and (kP = 0.8).
Figure 2 can also be used to analyze the performance of the system when the train is braking and the ACR is in
charging mode. But in this case the sign of the powers should be inverted.
Combining the curves in figure 2 with the braking characteristic described in figure 3b, two diﬀerent cases are
obtained:
• When |PACRmax | ≥ |Pre f |, all regenerated power can be used to charge the ACR except when the voltage is too low.
In this case part of the regenerated power is injected into the DC traction system. It is important to take notice
that (VACRt ≤ V0), (Vc ≥ V0) and (V1 ≤ VACRt ) so (V1 ≤ Vc) and only two Sections are needed to define the
current injected in the network and the current injected in the ACR as it is expressed in the next equations:
iDCti =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Pre f
vDCNi
− PACRmaxVACRt v
DC
Ni ≤ V1
0 vDCNi ≥ V1
(27)
iACRti =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ V1
Pre f
vDCNi
vDCNi ≥ V1
(28)
• When |PACRmax | ≤ |Pre f | four zones are obtained. The final braking characteristics considering the regenerative
braking system, the squeezing control and the ACR system are mathematically described in expressions (29)
and (30). In zone 1 the ACR can not be charged using the maximum charging power so most of the energy is
injected in the catenary. In zone 2 the ACR can be charged using PACRmax , but in this case the regenerated power
is bigger so part of the regenerated power is injected in the catenary. In zone 3 the squeezing control starts
working and the injected power in the catenary is limited, so the rheostatic braking system starts working. In
this case part of the power is used for charging the ACR system, other part is injected in the catenary and the
last part is burned in the rheostatic system. Finally, in zone 4 no power can be injected in the catenary so part
of the regenerated power is used for charging the ACR and the other part is burned in the rheostatic braking
system.
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iDCti =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pre f
vDCNi
− PACRmaxVACRt v
DC
Ni ≤ VACRt
Pre f−PACRmax
vDCNi
VACRt ≤ vDCNi ≤ Vc
m(vDCNi − Vmax) Vc ≤ vDCNi ≤ Vmax
0 vDCNi ≥ Vmax
(29)
iACRti =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
PACRmax
VACRt
vDCNi ≤ VACRt
PACRmax
vDCNi
VACRt ≤ vDCNi
(30)
Like in the tractionmode, in the brakingmode, the piecewise defined functions have been implemented using the
Fischer-Burmeister approach described in the Appendix in order to avoid the use of (i f − them) implementation
and increase the speed of the algorithm.
4. Solving Procedure
For a given simulation instant, the ACR charge level must be initialized. Then, depending on whether the train is
in traction or in braking mode, expressions (11) or (25) are respectively used to calculate the maximum discharge or
charge capability of the ACR. If the train is in traction mode, the maximum discharge capability PACRmax is compared
with the demanded power Pre f , and the characteristics vDCNi /i
DC
ti and v
DC
Ni /i
ACR
ti are constructed following the above
described procedure. The first one is used for solving the AC/DC unified power flow and the second one for updating
the energy stored in the ACR system for the next iteration once the power flow is solved. The procedure followed
when the train is in braking mode is quite similar. The maximum charge capability PACRmax is calculated as a function of
the energy stored and compared with the available regenerated power. Then the vDCNi /i
DC
ti and v
DC
Ni /i
ACR
ti characteristics
are constructed and used in the power flow algorithm and in the ACR charge level updating respectively.
For validating the obtained results, the models have been implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINKconsidering static
networks. The models followed the above described equations, but no change in the train location was simulated.
Using this procedure and changing the power reference of the trains, a number of instants was tested and validated.
The tests were quite extensive and were designed to cover all operating points of the model. The tests considered
cases with a single train and cases with multiple trains. Once the models were validated using this procedure, they
were embedded in the developed software package and sent them to the company to be validated using comparisons
with real measured cases.
5. Results
Two cases of study will be presented in this Section. The first one, represents a single train through a single line
system . The obtained results can be observed in figure 4. The initial energy level of the ACR is set to zero. Because of
that, during the first instants of simulation, when the train is in traction mode, all the power is taken from the catenary
and the voltage drop in the catenary is quite important. Then, when the train brakes, the ACR is charged. The energy
stored in the ACR will support the network in further instants when the train is in traction mode. For instance, see the
instants between 50s and 100s. The ACR is charged and the train starts a traction cycle, the energy stored in the ACR
is reduced as it can be observed in figure 4d, and the voltage drop in the catenary is reduced comparing with the first
instants when the ACR had no charge.
The second case of study represents a fictitious but quite common linear configuration with 10 stops, two of them
connected to the AC network through rectifier substations. In this case all input data and network parameters were
proposed by the University team to check the performance of the algorithm. The scheme of the studied configuration
is represented in figure 5. As it can be observed, the linear network has 10 stops, and in two of them (2 and 6),
the DC circuit is fed by the AC network using a rectifier substation. Both transformers are 22000/930V three-phase
power transformers and the rectifiers are non controlled type. The rated voltage in the DC network is 1250V and the
maximum catenary voltage is set to 1500V. In this case 7.5 min are simulated with four trains in the network. The
trains 1 and 3 depart from the stop 1 with destination stop 10 at t1 = 0 min and t3 = 1 min respectively. In the other
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Figure 4. Results for the single train case. a) Pre f b) Pcat c) PACR d) EACR e) vDCNi
side, the trains 2 and 4 depart from the stop 10 with destination stop 1 at t2 = 1.8min and t4 = 3.4 min respectively.
Obviously, the whole system is a dual track railway. For this case of study, two diﬀerent scenarios will be considered,
the first one assumes that all trains are conventional trains, they have regenerative braking system but not accumulator
system. In the second scenario, all the trains are equipped with the accumulation system. The eﬀect of the adding
accumulation systems to the trains over the whole system will be evaluated.
T2
S1 S2
T1 T4
S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
L1 L2 L3 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9L4
T3
Figure 5. Scheme of the studied network for the second case of study
One of the most important parameters is the energy saving computation derived from the use of the accumulation
system. In figure 6, the accumulated energy demand in both substations located at stops 2 and 6 is globally displayed.
As it can be observed, during this short time interval of study of 7.5 min in a network with just 4 trains, the energy
saving due to the accumulation system is about 12.72kWh, that represents more than 11% of the total energy con-
sumption. Obviously, the energy saving will depend on the number of trains and their behaviour, but as it can be
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observed, even for small networks with not many trains, the achieved saving is not negligible.
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Figure 6. Total accumulated energy consumption measured at substation level. The solid line represent the second scenario, where all the trains are
equipped with the accumulation system while the dashed line represents the scenario where the trains just have regenerative braking.
In figure 7 the evolution of the power demanded from both substations and the voltage in the DC side of such
substations is represented. As it can be observed, the voltage profile is very similar in both substations when the case
with accumulation system is compared with the conventional one. Most of the times when a significant diﬀerence
arises, the case with the accumulation system in the trains (solid line), gives lower voltage peaks. This is because
the charging of the accumulation systems limits the power injected in the network and thus, the voltage peak at the
substations is also reduced.
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Figure 7. Power demanded from substations 1 and 2 and voltage in the DC side of the mentioned substations. The subfigures a) and c) represents
respectively the voltage and the power at substation 1 located at stop 2, and subfigures b) and d) represents respectively the voltage and the power
at substation 2 located at stop 6. The solid line represent the scenario with accumulation system and the dashed line represents the scenario with
convenitional trains.
Regarding the power demanded from the substations, the case with the accumulation system clearly requires a
lower power demand, specially in the instants when a peak of power demand is produced. As it can be observed, the
peak power demand is reduced from 3000kW to nearly 2000kW, so in this case the use of the accumulation system
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could allow us a reduction in the size of the power transformers and rectifiers of the substations, or an increase of the
traﬃc in the traction network using the same infrastructure. It has been only represented a time interval of 150s (from
250s to 400s), because the analysis of the figures is easier and also this interval is the most critical because all the
trains have departed which means that all of them are active.
As it can be observed, there are multiple instants where the demanded power at the substations is zero, this is
derived from the eﬀect of the regenerative braking of the trains, the regenerated power by trains in braking mode is
used to feed trains in traction mode. In those situations, there is no energy flowing from the AC system to the DC
subsystem. It is important to notice that in such situations, the voltage is very high, near the maximum, and this is a
good indicator to know that there is a significant amount of regenerative power being injected by the trains in the DC
network.
The analysis of the voltage at the other stops does not have any interest because these electrical nodes are not con-
nected to the AC network and due to the train controls, the voltage values will be constrained between the maximum
and the minimum allowed by the network operator.
In figure 8, the train behaviour can be analysed between the instants 250s and 400s. The figure is structured
in matrix of 4 × 4 subfigures. Each column represents one of the four trains studied in this case. In the rows, the
power reference representing the total demanded power or the power available for regenerating purposes, the actual
power demanded or injected by the train in the catenary, the catenary voltage and the power and energy stored in the
accumulation system are respectively depicted. Regarding rows 2 and 3, in solid line the scenario with accumulation
system in the trains is represented, while the dashed lines represent the second scenario, when the trains do not have
accumulation system.
Comparing the first row with the second row (Power reference and Power extracted or injected in the catenary),
it can be observed that when the trains do not have accumulation system and the power reference is positive (traction
mode), the power demanded from the catenary and the power reference are equal. In this situation all the power
demanded by the traction system of the train will be extracted from the catenary. Take notice that during the interval
of study the catenary voltage drop during the acceleration process is not high enough to activate the current limitation.
In such case the power extracted from the catenary will be lower than the reference and the train traction system will
not receive all the requested power.
When the trains are equipped with the accumulation systems, the peak power during the acceleration process is
lower, because part of the power is provided by the accumulation system. Of course, if during the acceleration process
there is no charge in the accumulation system, all the power will be demanded from the catenary. In those cases, the
peak power with and without accumulation system will be the same. In row 4, the accumulation system stored energy
is represented with solid line, and the power used to charge and discharge such system is depicted in dash-dotted line.
It can be seen that the level of charge of the accumulation system in the train 3 is quite low, that is why the profile of
the reference power the demanded energy from the catenary are nearly the same.
During the braking process (negative values in row 2 subfigures), when the trains are equipped with the accumu-
lation system, the injected power in the catenary is lower, because part of the regenerated power is used to charge the
accumulator. When the accumulator is full charged the injected power in the catenary is the same in both cases (with
and without accumulator), see for instance train 4 at t=350s.
Regarding the voltage, the influence of the power injection in the catenary voltage, analysing the second and the
third row it can be seen, that when the train injects a high amount of power in the catenary, the voltage increases. Dur-
ing the traction process, the voltage is lower. The voltage profiles comparing the case with and without accumulation
are quite similar, some times the voltage peaks are shaved when there is accumulation system, this is because part of
the regenerated power is not injected in the catenary because is being used to charge the ACR.
Finally, a report about the computational eﬃciency of the software package will be provided. The system of
equations at all instants has been solved using the well-known trust-region dogleg algorithm [22]. The above described
multi-train simulation was done using a conventional personal computer with a processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
2670QM CPU @ 2.20GHz and 4GB of RAM.
With the histogram depicted in figure 9 a comparison between the speed and eﬃciency of the algorithm and the
number of iterations with and without the accumulation system can be carried out. During the interval of study (7.5 s),
450 power flows where solved for both scenarios (with and without ACR). In the first case (without ACR) the whole
simulation took 274 s, while in the second case (with the ACR) the time invested for solving the whole interval was
a longer (323 s). The use of the ACR produces an increasing in the computational time of 18% approximately. It
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Figure 8. Study of the trains behaviour and their eﬀect over the network voltage. This figure is structured in a 4 × 4 matrix of subfigures. Each
column represents a train. In the first row of subfigures ( a), b), c) and d)), the reference power is represented for all trains, the reference power
represents the power demanded by the traction system of the train when is in traction mode (positive) or the available power for being regenerated
when the train is in braking mode (negative). The second row of subfigures (e), f), g) and h)) represents the the actual power demanded by the train
in the catenary when it is in traction mode (positive) or injected by the train in the catenary when it is in braking mode (negative). In solid line the
second scenario, when the trains are equiped with the accumulation systems is represented. The dashed line represents the first scenario when the
trains just have a convenitional regenerative system. The third row of subfigures (i), j), k) and l) ) represents the catenary voltage in both scenarios.
The solid line is used for representing the catenary voltages of the trains with the accumulation systems and the dashed line is used when the trains
do not have accumulation system. Finally, in the fourth row of subfigures (m), n), o) and p), the power used for charging the accumulator (negative)
or discharging it (positive) is represented in dashed-doted line, and the energy stored in the accumulator is represented in solid line. Obviously, this
last row only represents the second scenario, when the trains are equipped with accumulators.
must be stated that solving this time interval with accumulation system using the piecewise definition of the functions
was inviable due to the convergency problems derived from the iterative process among the diﬀerent parts of the
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piecewise defined models. The mean time invested in solving each simulation step is 0.61s in case of trains without
accumulation, and 0.72s in case the trains are equipped with the accumulation system (see figure 9 a) and c)). The
mean number of iterations when the trains are equipped with accumulation system is 9.51, while the same parameter
when conventional trains are simulated is 8.33 (see figure 9 b) and d)). As it can be observed in figure 9 the standard
deviation of the number of iterations for solving each simulation step and the time invested are similar when the
scenarios with and without accumulation are compared.
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Figure 9. Computational eﬃciency of the software package evaluation. a) Histogram representing the computation time for each simulation step in
the scenario 1 (trains without accumulation). b) Histogram representing the number of iterations invested for solving each time step in scenario 1
(trains without accumulation). c) Histogram representing the computation time for each simulation step in the scenario 2 (trains with accumulation).
d) Histogram representing the number of iterations invested for solving each time step in scenario 2 (trains with accumulation). In each subfigure
the mean value and the standard deviation of the studied variable are provided.
6. Conclusion
In the present work a model of a DC train with a regenerative braking system, a rheostatic braking system and an
on-board fast charge accumulator (ACR) was presented for being applied in AC/DC unified power flow studies. The
authors have developed a really simple model based on the construction of two single characteristics when the train
is in traction mode and another two when the train is in braking mode. The train characteristics must be updated at
each iteration because they depend on the ACR charge level, (that is updated at each iteration too), and the demanded
or regenerated power, when the train is in traction mode or in braking mode respectively. It have been demonstrated
that the developed model of the train with on board accumulator and regenerative braking system can be embedded in
a software package that models the trains interactions with the electrical network using a power flow approach.
7. Appendix
To increase the eﬃciency of the algorithm, the authors have reformulated the problem as a nonlinear complemen-
tary problem (NCP). In [23] a detailed explanation of this method is given, but summarising, it could be stated that in
the case under study, the value of iDCti changes abruptly depending on the value of v
DC
Ni that is a solution of the power
flow problem.
Assuming for instance that PACRmax ≥ Pre f , it can be observed in equation (20), that one expression must be chosen
if VDCNi ≤ V1 and another expression if VDCNi ≥ V1, so in V1 the value of iDCti will suﬀer a brusque change. It means that
the system is represented by two diﬀerent models depending on the value of the solution VDCNi , so this method requires
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continuous checking at each iteration of the solution to verify if the chosen model was the right one. This represents
a serious disadvantage to solve the problem using Newton-Raphson based algorithms (see [24] Sec.7 and [23]).
In this paper, each time that two diﬀerent models or functions are used to represent a device, the two diﬀerent
models are remapped using NCP-functions and they are merged in a unique function model avoiding the need of
making a choice. It must be pointed out that with this remapping, there non-linearity issue is not remove at all, it
is just transformed the way in which the non-linearity is expressed, the problem is exactly the same before and after
replacing the piecewise defined functions by the new NCP ones. The authors do not transform a non-linear problem
into a linear one, but this procedure is fastest than the (i f − them) procedure even when the Jacobian matrix must be
recomputed at each iteration, as it occurs with the conventional (i f − them) based procedure for piecewise defined
functions.
A NCP-function can be defined as a function Φ : 2 → that satisfies [23, 25]:
Φ(x, y) = 0⇔ x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, xy = 0 (A.1)
This function is zero if at least on of the inputs x or y is zero. Among the several NCP-functions available [25–27]
the authors opted, like in [23, 28], for Fischer-Burmeister functions [29].
ΦFB(x, y) =
√
x2 + y2 − (x + y) (A.2)
If two diﬀerent functions F1 and G1 are defined using the model expressed in (20) such us:
F1(vDCNi ) = i
DC
ti −
Pre f
vDCNi
− P
ACR
max
VACRt
(A.3)
G1(vDCNi ) = i
DC
ti (A.4)
Then, a Fischer-Burmeister function can be built as follows:
ΦFB(F1,G1) =
√
F21(v
DC
Ni ) +G
2
1(v
DC
Ni ) − F1(vDCNi ) −G1(vDCNi ) = 0 (A.5)
Then, this function will be zero if at least one of the inputs F1 orG1 is zero, which actually means that equations in
(20) can be substituted by the equation (A.5). Making the equation (A.5) equal to zero means one of these statements:
• The first model is activated.
• The second model is activated.
• Both models are activated at the same time at point V1 (see figure 2). It must be remarked that in this case there
is no need of calculating V1 because it is implicit in the equation (A.5).
In figures A.1 and A.2, the obtained smooth traction characteristics using the mentioned approach for two cases
of study are represented.
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Figure A.1. Traction characteristic iDCti /v
DC
Ni when (P
ACR
max ≥ Pre f ). Pre f = 200kW,PACRmax = 250kW,VACRt = 1200V .
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Figure A.2. Traction characteristic iDCti /v
DC
Ni when (P
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max ≤ Pre f ). Pre f = 200kW,PACRmax = 150kW,VACRt = 1200V .
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